Make AI Work For

BANKING

AI POWERED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

AI AUGMENTED EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE

ENGAGE

AMPLIFY

Help enterprises drive AI powered
personalization of their consumers,
clients, and patients

AI powered exception
handling around core
business processes

Banking-Optimized AI Solutions
CLIENT & ADVISORY ENGAGEMENT
Deliver proactive, hyper-personalized insights for wealth clients and
financial advisors, allowing them to scale more effectively to service a
significantly higher volume of clients.

RESEARCH & TRADING INTELLIGENCE

RISK & COMPLIANCE
Apply machine-intelligence to reduce compliance risk incidents and
exposure while reducing operating costs.

“

Improve research quality through machine-generated insights and
continuous learning to power timely and higher-quality investment
decisions and customer experience.

Example: Trading Intelligence

Recommendations with reasons is a killer AI capability that differentiates
CognitiveScale from many other AI companies we’ve evaluated.
Head of AI,
Multinational Financial Services Company
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WEB

MOBILE

CHATBOT

Cortex Augmented
Intelligence Platform

AR/VR

VOICE

Experiences

ENGAGE

AMPLIFY

3RD PARTY

Hyper-personalized
customer engagement

Augmented employee
expertise and actions

Partner & customer
built accelerators

AI Accelerators

CORTEX
Augmented Intelligence Platform

Marketplace

Studio

Compute

COGNITIVE MICROSERVICES

Language, Vision, Speech,
Knowledge, Conversation

Repository

Performance

MACHINE LEARNING
TOOLKITS

e.g. TensorFlow

N E X T G E N E R AT I O N I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

Big Data, Hybrid Cloud, IoT, Blockchain

Cortex is the world’s first industry-optimized
augmented intelligence platform. Augmented
intelligence technology delivers systems of intelligent
engagement that replicate human-like cognitive
abilities in software, such as memory, sequencing,
perception, anticipation, problem solving, and
decision making.
Cortex AI platform radically simplifies design,
development, deployment, and management of
enterprise-grade AI solutions across its lifecycle for
each industry–from the design and composition of
intelligent agents, to the orchestration and dynamic
optimization of rich domain models and the curation
of industry data that feeds into the models.

START

Discovery Workshop

Learn, Build, And Deploy Faster
Than The Speed Of Business
Deploy Augmented Intelligence systems that learn, adapt, and
scale your enterprise in real time to constantly changing data,
conditions, and events. Explore Industry optimized Cortex AI
Systems that are ready to be deployed, or build yours using
CognitiveScale Cortex Augmented Intelligence platform.

MONTHS
Pays for
Itself

CognitiveScale’s 10-10-10 method helps businesses configure
and visualize their first AI System in 10 days, have it live and
learning in 10 weeks, and pay for itself in 10 months.

Your AI
System

DAYS

Configured
& Visualized

WEEKS
Live &
Learning

AWARDS

CognitiveScale sells augmented intelligence software that solves complex business problems at scale for financial services, healthcare, and digital commerce markets. Built on its
Cortex augmented intelligence platform, the company’s software help enterprises apply AI and blockchain technology to increase user engagement, improve decision-making, and
deploy self-learning and self-assuring business processes.
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, CognitiveScale has offices in New York, London, and Hyderabad, India, and is funded by Norwest Venture Partners, Intel Capital, IBM Watson, and
Microsoft Ventures.
For more information on the company, please visit us at cognitivescale.com and follow @cognitivescale on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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